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Joyful News - July 22, 2020

How could life be better...
 
I just received this message from God for you:

 
"The times are changing. This is the time to look within. Those of you who are connecting to me at

the deepest level are getting the biggest benefits. You will all be safe if you allow me to run the

show. If you allow me to work through you, I can change the world. If you live in resistance to me,

fear me, or block me, you only limit what I can provide you at this time.

 
Set yourselves free by allowing me to do what is necessary through you and for you."

 
A colleague and I were just discussing the challenge we are seeing in people connecting to God at

the deepest level. It has been wonderful for me to see clients begin channeling God directly because

they begin getting direct guidance. I also see how many elements can go into causing it to be a

challenge connecting directly, as well as get the highest feed. 

 
A client gave this analogy yesterday which I thought was great. She mentioned trying to tune into

the right radio station and receiving mixed signals. You know when you finally hit the right station

because it comes in so clear. Until then there's static. We want you to have both a clear signal and

the highest and best feed. Your ego, as well as others, can influence the feed you get. By releasing

those influences, you can be lead and guided most effortlessly to what is for your highest and best

outcomes always.

 
Wishing you a clear, direct feed from God...

 
                                                                                     Love,

 
PS:  Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.

 

BOOK

Wisdom of the Guardian
Many are struggling for answers and have

asked what they can do personally do their own

healing. Reading "Wisdom of the Guardian:
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Treasures from

Archangel Michael to

Change Your Life" can

help. 

 

Michael addresses

purpose, career,

relationships,

parenting, and Heaven

on Earth among other

insights. 

 

Michael is always with

you when you read the book. 

 

The tools he provides at the end of the book will

serve you over and over again. 

Wisdom of the Guardian

August 1, 2020

 

Clear Your Past and Change Your Future

 

We have now moved this monthly call to a

membership. Thank you all for joining me. It

will be delightful to see where this call takes us

next as God keeps changing things up.

Everyone can submit their questions in advance

now so I can make sure I make sure we can get

as many in as possible. 

 

Send them to info@expresssuccess.net with

Questions for Call in subject line. 

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity, Licensed

Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction Practitioner,

Non-denomination ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author. She is also

a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international clientele.

 

She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges

with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes

clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and

darkness as well as clearing the future.

 

Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and

atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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